Abstract| A general relationship between the gains of multiterminal ampliers is derived in this paper. It reveals a constraint for the simultaneous improvement of the common-mode and the power-supply rejection ratios of the simple operational amplier. This constraint can be relaxed by either adding a supplementary input terminal to the amplier circuit or using a fully dierential design. The method can be used to improve the power-supply rejection ratios in operational ampliers. Several implementations of a twostage operational amplier illustrate this technique.
I. Introduction
A N important parameter of operational ampliers is the dierential gain, A d , which is the ratio between the single-ended output voltage and the dierence of the two input voltages. Additional specications describe the signal transfer from the supply terminals to the output, A dd and A ss , and the common-mode gain from the input terminals to the output, A cm . For an ideal amplier these parasitic gains should be zero, and it is the aim of a good amplier design to achieve this goal as nearly as possible. We show in this paper, however, that these gains are not independent o f e a c h other and that their sum is close to unity in practical congurations. Expressed in terms of the (frequency-dependent) common-mode rejection ratio, CMRR(s) = A d ( s ) = A cm (s), the (frequency-dependent) power-supply rejection ratios, P S R R + ( s ) where Z out denotes the output impedance of the considered operational amplier and Z L0 is the reference load for which the dierential gain and the various rejection ratios are measured. Equation (1b) states that in absence of a load, Z L0 ! 1, the common-mode gain and the gains from the power supplies to the output sum to unity. Simple operational amplier models often assume that only the dierential signal is amplied, but according to (1) this is physically impossible. A related result is found in lter theory, cf. e.g. Fialkow and Gerst [1] and Hilberman [2] , where it is shown that for a passive three-terminal network, having no internal connection to ground, the voltage transfer function from one input to the output is the one's complement of the transfer function from the other input to the output. More generally, [2] proves, based on Kirchho's and Ohms's law, that a multi-terminal network with no connection to the common terminal exhibits complementary transfer functions. We use a more general method namely a gauge-invariance argument to establish our relationship (1) and its generalizations. With this relationship, which seems not to be well known in amplier theory, w e derive implications for the design of dierential ampliers featuring good rejections of the parasitic signals.
In practice (1) implies that at least one of the parasitic gains is in the order of magnitude of unity. In the classical two-stage operational amplier scheme this usually concerns the gain from one power-supply terminal. Ripple or other parasitic signals at this supply terminal are, at mid frequencies, fully transferred to the output through the integrator capacitor. This weakness of the classical operational amplier scheme is well known. A remedy against this parasitic signal-transfer path has been proposed in [3] by i n troducing a cascode structure and an additional terminal. We show that this solution is just a special realization of a more general idea which is based on relationship (1) and that alternative and even better results are obtainable. This paper is structured as follows: In Section II we outline our arguments that lead to (1) and extend the results for more advanced amplier congurations including operational ampliers with an additional input terminal, dierential ampliers with dierential outputs, dierential ampliers with balanced outputs, and dierential dierence ampliers (DDAs) [4] [5] . In Section III we illustrate the use of relationship (1) by specic circuit examples: adding an input terminal with unity gain to the output of the amplier circuit yields small values of the remaining parasitic gains. With a balanced output amplier, even if only one output is used, even better performance in rejecting parasitic signals is achieved. In the Appendix we present the derivation of the general relationship for multiple-input multiple-output ampliers from which w e obtain the results of Section II.
II. Gain Relationship for Various Amplifier Types
The electrical notation-conventions adopted in this paper closely follow [6] . Signals are generally designated as a symbol with a subscript. The symbol as well as the subscript are each either upper or lower case according to the following conventions illustrated in the case of a voltage signal: v X denotes the total instantaneous value of the voltage, V X denotes the operating-point v alue of the voltage, whereas v x stands for its small signal value v X V X . Finally, the (bilateral) Laplace transformation of v x is denoted by V x :
For a proof-outline of (1) we consider a conventional twoinput one-output amplier with inputs v P and v N , output v O , and two p o w er supplies v DD and v SS . Note that these ampliers have no separate ground terminal. We assume that the amplier circuit is biased into an operating point where the amplier is described by an equivalent lumped, linear, time-invariant circuit. To be able to describe the eect of time varying power supplies, the equivalent linear circuit is assumed to have four (small) signal inputs v p , v n , v dd , and v ss , and one output v o . As is common practice in amplier theory, w e i n troduce the dierential- 
where A i (s), i 2 fd; cm; dd; ssg, denote the dierentialmode, the common-mode, and the power-supply gains, respectively. Our argument that (1) must hold is based on a gauge transformation: Because the origin of the potential scale against which the voltages are measured cannot be xed absolutely, w e expect that all physically meaningful equations remain invariant if this origin is globally shifted (this is called gauge invariance or gauge symmetry) [ (4) This is the essential part of (1) 
Inserting this into (5) leads to
which generalizes (3) for loaded ampliers. Equation (6) easily transforms into (1a) when it is rewritten in terms of the dierential gain and the rejection ratios.
Operational Ampliers with Dierential Outputs. For dierential-output operational ampliers there are parasitic gains from the common-mode input and the supply inputs to the dierential-mode output as well as to 
where A i (s), i 2 f cp; cn; dd; ssg, denote the gains from the respective input to the output. Note that the gain from the common-mode voltage v cd , A cd (s), does not enter into the relationship. As for the simple operational amplier (cf. (3)), at least one of the parasitic gains in (9) must be nonzero.
III. Discussion and Examples
In the following we illustrate our result with specic circuit examples, and discuss principles which aim to improve the rejection of parasitic signals. Because the relationship is simpler in terms of gains than in terms of rejection ratios, most of the discussion is in terms of gains and we take care that the dierential gains of compared ampliers are equal. Except for Example 1, which analytically demonstrates the basic relationship (6), our examples fulll jZ out =Z L0 j 1 in the relevant frequency ranges. Thus the terms that account for nonzero output impedances are unessential, and the simplied relationship given in Section II applies.
As mentioned above it is according to (3) not possible to design a simple operational amplier that has all parasitic gains, i.e., the common-mode gain and power-supply gains, equal to zero. Therefore, the frequently used assumption for ideal operational amplier models that only the dierential signal is amplied is physically impossible.
We further conclude that if there is no power-supply dependence of the output, the common-mode gain must be unity, or, stated otherwise, the common-mode rejection ratio and the dierential gain must be identical. 1 Tracking eects of this kind are frequently observed in operational ampliers. Note that (4) is a relationship among complex-valued functions; data sheets of actual ampliers, however, specify only the magnitudes of the dierential gain and the rejection ratios. By applying the triangle inequality to (4), four relations among the corresponding frequency-response magnitudes are obtained which imply various tracking eects. 2 Example 2 below illustrates tracking for a practical amplier.
The relationship (3) developed in Section II and its extension to ampliers with an additional input terminal that allows for the reduction of the parasitic gains is now illustrated by some practical examples.
While the rst example illustrates (3) by analytical expressions for the various gains of a simple buered dierential amplier, the next example concerns the Spice simulation of the gains of a two-stage general purpose operational amplier proposed in the literature [6] . Examples 3 to 5 1 Of course, corresponding statements are true if two other parasitic gains are zero and, in turn, the rejection ratio of the remaining gain is identical to the dierential gain. 2 The relations are of the form 1=w 1=x + 1 =y + 1 =z where w is one of the four parameters jA d (s)j, jCMRR(s)j, jP S R R + ( s ) j , and jP S R R ( s ) j , and x, y, z represent, for a selected w, the remaining parameters. From these inequalities we conclude that, at any given frequency, it is impossible for exactly one of the four parameters to bemuch w orse (i.e. much l o w er) than the others, because each i n v erse parameter is upper bounded by the sum of the remaining inverse parameters. Furthermore, if two of the four parameters are much w orse (i.e. much l o w er) than the others, this implies that the magnitudes of the latter parameters must be very similar. This is explained by the fact that according to the above inequalities these parameters are approximate upper bounds for each other. This tracking eect can be observed in many amplier circuits in the mid-frequency range and is also found in the data sheets of many practical ampliers. (10) where the output impedance is Z out = Z S2 =(1 + g m3 Z S2 ).
Substituting the frequency responses given in (10) for the corresponding variables in (6) shows that the derived relationship is actually fullled. illustrate some improvement strategies that are based on our relationship. Instead of symbolically computing the relevant frequency responses we h a v e n o w to resort to numerical computations. We consider the two stage CMOS operational amplier, taken from [6, p. 396], which is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of a dierential stage cascaded with an integrator. A Spice computation of all parameters in relationship (6) for the component v alues of the design example in [6, pp. 393 .] numerically conrms our relationship. The frequency dependence of the parameters involved in (6) are plotted in Fig. 3 . The most interesting feature in these plots is that A dd () is approximately equal to unity over a broad frequency range which corresponds to a close tracking of the dierential gain and the positive p o w er-supply rejection ratio. The weak positive supply rejection illustrated by these curves is well known in operational amplier practice (cf. e.g. [8] ) and is attributed to the virtual ground at the inte- Our next example proposes a fully dierential amplier with a balanced-output, similar to [9] , to improve the rejection of parasitic signals.
Example 5 (Balanced Output Op Amp) The circuit design starts from the original dierential amplier of Fig. 2 and symmetrically applies this design to a balanced-output amplier. The common-mode output voltage is regulated with a dierential dierence amplier (DDA) [4] [5] to an external voltage v BAL by sensing the two dierential output lines. The obtained circuit is shown in Fig. 8 . The resulting common-mode gains shown in Fig. 9 indicate that A cm bal () is unity o v er a broad frequency range which, in con- trast to the single-ended counterparts of the cascode and current-injection operational amplier, extends down to dc. 
IV. Summary and Conclusions
We have shown that a constraint exists for the gains which are measured between the input terminals of an amplier and its outputs. Applied to a simple operational amplier with a dierential input, two supply terminals and one output, this means that a relationship exists between the so called parasitic gains (i.e. the common-mode gain and the gains from the supply terminals to the output): their sum approaches unity in practical circuits. Therefore, supply-and common-mode rejection ratios cannot simultaneously assume high values. This conclusion is conrmed by practical operational amplier designs where usually one of the supply terminals is critical and exhibits a relatively high parasitic transfer to the output. Our derivation of the presented general relationship is based on the physical law of gauge invariance of the electrical potential.
Adding to the amplier circuit a supplementary reference terminal which is connected to a noise-free voltage and the use of dierential-output structures adds a degree of freedom to the above mentioned gain relationship and can be used to maximize common-mode and power-supply rejection simultaneously. The practical use of this idea is demonstrated with four dierent implementations of a basic two-stage CMOS operational amplier. Designing the supplementary terminal such that its transfer to the output is unity increases the supply rejection of the critical terminal. While two of the presented designs show this improvement only in the mid-frequency range, a dierentialoutput amplier with common-mode feedback exhibits this favorable property d o wn to dc even when used as a singleended output amplier. Adding an external feedback to these ampliers conserves the improvement of the openloop performance as is demonstrated with a noninverting amplier conguration.
Whereas we h a v e mainly considered ampliers with two signal inputs, we would like to point out that the results are more general. Moreover, generalizations with respect to the numb e r o f p o w er-supply lines and output terminals are straightforward and we expect that our ideas are applicable to other circuit congurations as well.
is denoted j1i. Matrices are written as upper case, bold face symbols; the identity matrix being I. The following general proof is illustrated with the dierential-output operational amplier as an example after each i n termediate step.
The considered amplier circuits have a number of input-terminals the voltages of which are collected in the terminal-voltage input vector jv IT i. To Generally, the transfer function from the input, jv IT i, t o the output, jv OT i, of an amplier circuit is specied by a set of nonlinear dierential equations of the input and the output variables. Because we are interested in the amplier's approximate linear behavior which results for small input-voltage variations when the amplier circuit is biased into an operating point, we i n troduce the corresponding small-signal quantities (operating point quantities subtracted) transformed to the frequency domain: jV it (s)i and jV ot (s)i. The amplier could now be characterized by a gain matrix summarizing the gains from the input-terminal to the output-terminal voltages. However, it is common practice to specify the gains between the input and output mode voltages rather than the terminal voltages; thus we have 2
If we shift the origin of the potential scale of (11) Note that in order for the dierential-output gain terms to become zero (rst equation) the combination of load and output impedance has to fulll certain symmetry conditions, also compare Example 6.
2
Instead of the parasitic gains used above, common-mode and power-supply rejection ratios are sometimes more practical. The relationships (12) and (13) can easily be transformed into equations of rejection ratios by dividing the whole equation by the desired (non-parasitic) gain. In our example of the dierential-output operational amplier this gain is A dm dm (s). Furthermore, it is straightforward to specialize the general formula (12) for the amplier types presented in Section II.
